This paper describes an enhanced automatic keyphrase extraction method applied to Broadcast News. The keyphrase extraction process is used to create a concept level for each news. On top of words resulting from a speech recognition system output and news indexation and it contributes to the generation of a tag/keyphrase cloud of the top news included in a Multimedia Monitoring Solution system for TV and Radio news/programs, running daily, and monitoring 12 TV channels and 4 Radios.
Introduction
There are large amounts of daily produced video and audio information, from TV and Radio channels, that are not searchable and indexed. Nowadays, despite all the available amount of information, users spend an inordinate amount of time in zapping in a constant search for relevant information. The traditional channels with a fixed and generic program alignment are not useful any more. Video-on-demand (VOD) for series, films, and music are becoming the standard access method. The IPTV and the generalization of set-top-box concept are changing the TV experience. Also the concept of search potentiated by Google will be a future request also for TVs users, since is starting to be the standard method to access information. However the user interface is a problem in terms of access. The way to provide users with a good TV experience will be based on recommendation systems. However to build recommendation systems for TV and Radio we need additional work. The availability of a video on the web is problematic because there is no way to access it through content. A search engine is blind to this kind of data.
The advances of Automatic Speech Recognition Tools (ASR) enabled the automatic transcription of Broadcast News (BN) [1] . Standard speech recognition systems generate raw single-case words, without punctuation marks, with numbers written as text, and with many different types of disfluencies. The generation of the missing information makes this representation format easier to read and understand, and mitigates problems to further automatic processing [2] . Capitalization, also known as truecasing, improves human readability, parsing, and NER (Named Entity Recognition). Punctuation marks are useful for parsing, information extraction, machine translation, extractive summarization, and NER.
The correct identification of the main concepts is one of the bases for automatic Indexation and Segmentation of BN process [3] . There is a growing demand for rich interfaces. Tag cloud, sometimes called word cloud, has become a hallmark of Web 2.0 design. Tag clouds are weighted renditions of collections of words (tags) that can be used to represent the concepts, in a visually appealing way to summarize vast amounts of information [4] . ASR clouds are known to be viable ways of individually representing podcasts [5] . The cloud can reflect a high level description of the news. We hope to create a high level description of news using keyphrase extraction. A keyphrase is a set of relevant words or phrases that appear verbatim in a document and that give a brief summary of its content.
Several keyphrase extraction methods have been proposed; these methods can be categorized into simple statistics, linguistic, machine learning, and hybrid. N-Grams [6] , word frequency [7] , TF*IDF [8] , PAT-tree [9] fall into the simple statistics. The linguistic approaches include both lexical and syntactic analysis [10] . The machine learning techniques are usually supervised -the algorithms learn a model from training data containing manually identified keyphrases and use this model to classify -SVM [11] , Nave Bayes [12] , CRF [13] , C4.5 [14] are known examples. Hybrids [14] are a combination of two or more approaches.
This paper describes the development of keyphrase extraction method used to create the middle layer of an hierarchical 3 layers representation of news and it is used to generate tag clouds from the top news of the last 6 hours of Portuguese BNs included in a Media Monitoring Solution (MMS) system. It is also explored several features and classifiers for the keyphrase extraction.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the System Architecture; the description of the new modules included in the MMS system is the nucleus of the Section 3; the results are describe in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes and suggests future work.
System Architecture
The figure 1 shows the component view of the MMS system architecture presented in [15] where the gray blocks are introduced by this work. The blocks represent software components and the arrows represent the data flow. The sliced blocks represent several instances of the modules running in parallel. Furthermore, XML is the default internal data representation used between components.
The Media Receiver is responsible for capturing and recording the broadcast news program on TV and Radio in a 24/7 setup. The next component is an ASR that generates the audio transcription based on electronic program guide (EPG) information. Then, the transcription is enriched with Punctu- ation and Capitalization. Subsequently, each BN program is segmented into several news and the Keyphrases are extracted -the extraction process is described in Section 3.1. Each news is topic indexed or topic classified. Finally each news is stored in the Metadata DB being constituted by the word transcription, keyphrases, and index, besides program/channel and timing information. The Keyphrase Cloud Generator interacts with the Metadata DB creating/updating hourly the keyphrase cloud and storing again the cloud representation in the database. The 3D keyphrase cloud linked to the videos are shown when a user access the system and interact with the databases using a webservice that abstracts the database access.
Description of the Keyphrase Cloud Generation
The motivation to develop an automatic keyphrase extraction process is to create an hierarchical 3 layers representation of news. At the base level are the words provenient from ASR output, at the middle layer are the concepts (keyphrases), and at the top the index (topic). Our focus on this paper is on the middle or concept layer where every keyphrase represents a concept. Wherefore our concern is to identify the most relevant concepts without losing substantial precision. The cloud is generated because it provides a fast overview over the concepts of the most recent news.
Keyphrase Extraction
Our Keyphrase extraction implementation was built over Mauiindexer toolkit [14] , state-of-art keyphrase extraction toolkit, which is respectively an extended version of the KEA [16] . The first step consisted of an adaptation of the toolkit for Portuguese, i.e., the incorporation of the Portuguese stemmer and the list of the stopwords based on the KEA porting work for Portuguese [17] . The minimum number of occurrences of phrase in a news document to be consider as a keyphrase candidate is one. Malformed keyphrases are candidate phrases starting or ending or both in stop words. Hence, they are excluded. Mauiindexer extracts several features: TF, IDF, TFxIDF, position of first occurrence, position of the last occurrence, distance between last and first occurrence, and number of words in the phrase. These are the baseline features (base) and the words are steamed. Then, we enriched the feature extraction process with the following features:
• number of characters (f1) -empirically noun words that are long tend to be relevant; • number of Named Entities (f2) -recurrently named entities are important keyphrases; the number of named entities per keyphrase is obtained decomposing it into words and labelling them using the MorphoAdorner Name Recognizer 1 ;
• number of Capital letters (f3) -the identification of acronyms is the main motivation to include this feature.
• Part of Speech (POS) tags (f4) -keyphrases are usually nouns or noun phrases, verbs or verb phrases are less frequent, and the remaining POS tags are rare;
• probability of the keyphrase in a 4-ngram domain model (f5) -feature included to capture how frequent it is to find in a larger BN corpus.
The 4-ngram domain model is interpolation of back-off ngram models of BNs generated for AUDIMUS ASR language model [18] . It contains about 58,000 unigrams, 7,000,000 bigrams, 15,000,000 trigrams, and 10,000,000 4-grams. The model was compressed based on the Minimal Perfect Hash method developed for language models [19] to allow both faster access to the model and lower memory footprint. The smoothnlp toolkit 2 was used for this purpose. The compress model is about 12% of the original size.
The training phrase consists of extracting features for every candidate keyphrases identified in the train set described in Section 4.1 and include a binary label stating whether it is a keyphrase. Then, the machine learning classifier, e.g. decision tree, establishes a association between the features values and the binary class. This association, that can measured in terms of probability, is designated as classification model. The candidate phrases are ranked based on the probability generated by the model and it is selected top ranked phrases.
The machine learning classifier used by the Maui-indexer is the Bootstrap Aggregating (bagging) [20] applied to C4.5 decision tree algorithm [21] . Bagging is usually applied to decision tree models to reduce variance and mitigate overfitting by combining classification of randomly generated sample training sets.
We decided to use the CART algorithm, that stands for Classification and Regression Tree, because it usually has better performance than the C4.5 [22] and WEB 3 . In addition, we wanted to improve the performance classification for small keyphrases extraction (<= 10 keyphrases) -to our knowledge the large majority of keyphrases extraction experiments fall into this category -and discover for large keyphrases extraction (>= 30 keyphrases) how well they perform.
Cloud Generation
The cloud is generated using the 10 top ranked keyphrases from about 10 top news from all tv/radio channels. Each cloud encapsulates the 20 most frequent keyphrases, i.e., each news is represented on average by 2 keyphrases. This procedure is used to generate both the all topics and the 12 topic based clouds. The only difference between the all topics cloud and the topic based clouds is the restriction of the top news that need belonging to the cloud topic.
At these stage of development, the top news are selected based on 2 heuristics:
• time order -news broadcast in beginning of the program are usually more relevant, i.e., they are usually order by their relevance.
• number of occurrences -the same relevant news are frequently transmitted in several channels simultaneously or within a temporal windows, e.g. 6 hours.
Cloud Visualization
When a user logins into the system, he visualizes the generic 3D cloud ( Figure 2 on the right). The numbers in parenthesis reflect the total number of occurrences of the keyphrase in the news and it is an provisional way to show the relevance of the keyphrase in a 3D cloud.
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Figure 2: MMS All Topic Cloud interface. When the user clicks in one keyphrase of the cloud, the most recent news video containing the keyphrase is played. While the news video is being played, the user can also navigate horizontally through the playlist of news containing the keyphrase over time in all tv/radio channels. In addition, the user can also navigate vertically and visualize the different concepts.
Results

Gold Standard Corpus
The gold standard corpus BN annotated with the respective keyphrases was developed because we did not find available any annotated corpus of the domain . Since we have to create a new corpus, we started to build for Portuguese, but in the future we will extend our approach to English. Having this corpus was crucial to train and test our supervised extraction approach.
The gold standard is made of 8 BN programs, containing a total of 110 news subset, from the European Portuguese ALERT BN database [23] . The news transcription were produced by AUDIMUS, the in-house ASR for Portuguese, with low WER (14,56 % on average); and punctuated and capitalize automatically using an in-house Capitalization and Punctuation module [24] . The programs were segmented automatically. Later, each news was manually reexamined to fix any segmentation error.
Afterward, one annotator was asked to extract all keyphrases that summarize each news, that is, to mark all keyphrases that he assessed as needed to represent all concepts shown for each news. The maximum number of words in a keyphrase was limited to 5 words. This is another substantial difference from the large majority of keyphrase extraction work and stimulated the creation of gold standard. Train  100  29225  24  Test  10  3896  29   Table 1 : Corpus description.
Type #News Total #Words Avg.#Keyphrases
Keyphrase Extraction Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our keyphrase extraction method, the standard Information Retrieval metrics, i.e., precision (P), recall (R) and F1 measure were used.
The Tables 2 and 3 shows the average results obtained in the test set. The leftmost column shows the maximum number of keyphrases extracted per news. The average number of keyphrases correctly identified appears in 3 rd column in the middle.
The first rows of the Tables 2 and 3 are our baseline results that are inline with reported state of art values for supervised approaches [12] . They were calculated for using the top 30 keyphrase candidates extracted. The following 10 rows are included to hightlight the performance gains per each new feature. They are followed by the combination of features. Only the best features combinations were included. 
# Keyphrases Features #Keyphrases
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel method to extract (keyphrase extraction), represent (hierarchical 3 layer representation) and visualize (tag cloud) the semantic content of BNs transmitted in the last 6 hours, in a way that allows users to skim its content and to jump to the top relevant news. Although our best keyphrase extraction results (higher F1 measure) are obtained using the C4.5 decision tree, in the large Table 3 : Keyphrase Extraction results using Bagging + CART decision tree majority of the results, the CART outperforms the C4.5 using, for instance, the baseline features and extracting 30 keyphrases. We also observed that the CART model is more robust to the inclusion of additional features because it gradually improves its performance, while the C4.5 classifier performance fluctuates. Another conclusion that can be draw from the results is that the C4.5 perform better in the extraction of few keyphrases and CART produces better results during the extraction of large number of keyphrases.
The news anchor names, that are said when a studio reporter talks with a field reporter was identified as an extra source of noise to the keyphrase extraction for large keyphrases extraction (>= 30 keyphrases). Thus, future work should address this issue. Another enhancement to the keyphrase extraction that we hope to include in the future is to determine automatically how many keyphrase candidates should be retrieved per news document, using a linear interpolation of the keyphrase candidate confidence values with the news size.
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